
We bring stability and predictability when migrating applications and workloads to the cloud. 
That’s why thousands of customers trust us to deliver secure, scalable, and effective cloud 
migrations on time and within budget.

Ensure technology delivers on business goals 
Make cloud investments that help you solve business challenges and create better user experiences, 
for your people and customers. 

Grow value faster 
Avoid common missteps with specialized guidance and support from our certified cloud engineers.

Protect your investments:  
Ensure a secure, stable and manageable environment with a personalized migration process backed by testing, 
real data and reference architectures from leading cloud providers.

Plan
Assesses business and on-premises infrastructure requirements to create a migration plan that aligns 
cloud usage, delivery, and implementation with business expectations. 

Build & migrate 
Implements the optimal migration strategy tailored to the exact needs of your business, from low-cost 
migrations and extending on-premises environments to hybrid cloud or deploying future-ready platforms.  

Operate
Analyzes cloud architecture against best practices, resulting in recommendations to establish secure, 
high performing and cost-efficient cloud operations.

Deliver on the three most important outcomes. 

The Softchoice Cloud Migration Module is a group of personalized service offerings designed to 
solve the most common IT challenges of cloud migration.  

Cloud Migration Services 
Go all-in on the cloud, without the risk



Plan

Application 
Rationalization 

Assess applications, data and infrastructure to identify business-critical workloads along with a 
personalized migration strategy that balances time, cost and performance.

Migration Planning Identifies resource requirements and workload dependencies to design a migration journey 
roadmap that delivers on the expectations of stakeholders.

Build and Migrate

Lift and Shift Migrate existing applications from on-premises directly to cloud using high-speed, high-
volume, data-driven migration techniques to accelerate projects with ease and low cost.

VMware Cloud 
Services

Seamlessly extend or migrate existing VMware -based workloads to cloud with familiar tools, 
skills, and operating models.

Re-platforming Retool and migrate on-premises applications to cloud without making major architectural 
changes for an incremental approach to modernization. 

Application 
Modernization 

Rebuild components or the entire application architecture to deploy future ready platforms 
that improve user experiences, increase developer productivity and adapt to changing market 
demands. 

Migration Landing 
Zone 

Build cost-effective cloud foundations with a set of baseline governance, security and 
operational policies that allow environments to scale beyond the migrated workloads.

Advanced Landing 
Zone

Build highly personalized cloud foundations that meet complex technical and business needs 
such as extending on premises networks to cloud and deploying advanced security and 
compliance controls. 

Operate

Workload 
Optimization  

Analyze cloud environments to understand performance issues and identify opportunities to 
reduce resource waste and increase return on invested consumption.

Each element of the Softchoice Cloud Migration Module is personalized to make cloud 
transformation happen on time, on budget and on vision.

www.softchoice.com

Cloud. Done right.

5000+
migrations on behalf  
of small, medium and 
enterprise organizations

100+
architects and engineers  
with expertise in multiple 
clouds

2000+
multi-cloud customers

$1B+
in cloud spend under 
management

Contact your Softchoice Account Manager for more details.




